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usdorff (abbreviated E Z)H) spaces that have no stnctly coarser 
al EDH. En this paper minimal EDH spaces are chal acterized in 
ification of such spaces. This characterization simplifies for 
Iocaily compact EDH spaces follows: K is minimal EDH and only if flX - X does not 
contain a noncmpiy subspack eomorphk to sowc &pen su pace of x Also, ZDH-closed 
spaces (r.e., 5DH spaces that are closed in egery EDH space containing them as subspaces) are 
shown to be H-closed sprees. Separable minimal EDH s>ac~s are shown to De countably 
compact. The problem of proving or disproving that a minimal BDH space is pseuc .ocompace is 
reduced to a simpler problem and pariially SC Ived. Those HausdorfI spaces whose 2 bsolutes are 
minimal EDH are characterized in terms of their Fomin H-closed extension. Finally, all the EDH 
topologies dn a space that are minimal with respect to covuaining a fixed reguh r Hausdofi 
topology are constructed. 
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minimal topological spaces cxtremally diisconnef,ted spaces 
pszudocompact spaces absolutes 1 
Let X be a topological space with a topological property P. X is called ,~zinirnu1?? 
if X has no strictly coarser topology with property P, and X is called P-&sed if X 
is closed in every space with property P conkning X as a suk ace. InvMigations 
of the properties of minimal P spaces and P-closed spaces have n undertaken fcbr 
various properties P, among them the property of being Hausdo and the property 
of being regular (see %r example [3], 141, [11], ZlS], [16] and [RI). In this paper we 
investigate minima P and P-closed spacz:s where P iis the propert!’ of being 
extremaj.ly disconnected and orfI (henceforth abbreviated ED 
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Z”-e authors thank the refe for useful comments and su 
ne of the central themes of a re~rrC. survey [3] of nlinimal 
tljaa: .f0i many properties P, (1) a Cc 
e is P-closed. In generaI the 4 
ausdorff or regular; these converses are true 
(e.c;. 9 = completelv regular 
fully disconnected ‘(i.e+, 
l:onverse are true, as is stat 
proof of these facts is given in 
she conwerses of statements (1 
false. 
In Section 2 EDH-closed spaces characterized and minimal EDH spaces are 
shown to be completely regular. A ( acterization 
in terms of the Stone-tech corn 
of minimal EDH spaces is given 
ification of such spacer,, an examples, of 
act minimal EDH spaces are given. Add tional cha.raetehz&ons of 
locally co6mpact EDH spaces are obtained. Mi ’ al P spaces and P-closed spaces 
are characterized when P = fully dsconnected. articular classes of minimal EDH 
spaces are investigated in Section 3. A separable minimal EDH spsce is shown to 
be countably compact; this fact motivates the problem of determining whether a 
minimal EDH space is pseudocorrpact. Some partial results are obtained in this 
direction. 
e absolute of a Hausd&ff space is e Gmally disconnected and Tyshonoff. 
Those HausdorfI spaces whose axolutes arcs minimal EDH are investig 
5 §ection 4. The absolute of a min: ma1 Hausdorff space is minimal EDH whc:zss 
there is a minimal regular Hausd&! space whose absolrrte is not minimal EDH. 
The research descri ed in this paper was originally motivated by a question of Paul 
Conrad concerning the possibility of a t:opologicrcl application of Lemma 1.1 of [25. 
Our investigation of this question ed to the srcsults contained in Section 5 and, in. 
particular, to b mkr&~d (cf. Theo f constfucting, for a given regular 
Hausdorff topology r on a set “X, a topologies 014 X that 2x3 minimal 
with respect o containing 7. This ‘minimalists result” 1eJ to th general problem of 
cha-acterizing minimal EDH spa :es, 
ausdorff) space can be embedded enselI* fn its Stonemtech co 
real-valued contin 
11 
e now gi\e the definition, and so roperties, of extremally disconnected 
1, ausdorff space X is extremcllly disconnecr’ed if each open 
subset of X has an open X-closure. 
1.3. pa~iti~n ,JH of [9]). A Hausdofl space is extremally disconnected if and 
only if disjoinr open subsets of the space have digioint closures. 
1.4. Theorem (IH, 6M and 14N.5 of [9 )* Let X be a Tychonofl space. Thert :
(43) X is extremably isconnected if and only if /3X h sxmmzt~~ Ssconfiecaed. 
(IQ If X is ex@ema disconnected, its dense subspaces and its open subspaces are 
also extremally disconnected. 
(c) If X is externally disconnected and T is a dense subspace of Xj then T is 
C*-embedded in X; hence j3X = PT. 
(d) A countable suirset S of an extremally disconnected Tychonofi space X is 
C*-embedded in X; hence if X is compact, c&S = PS. 
(e) If X is a compact extremally disconnected Hausdofl space wifhout isolated 
points, then each iFfinite closed subset of X hns cardinalidy at least exg (exp &); fop 
eactt infinite C!W~ su&set of X contains a copy of /3 !+I whose cardinal@ 
0) 5y !3.2 of [9]. 
(f) An extremally disconnected Tyzhom# space is zero -dimensional (i.e. its open- 
and-closed (clopen.) subsets form a basis for its open sets). 
We now give a description of the absolute of a HausdorE space. Our construction 
of the absolute follows that given by Iliadis and Fomin [13]. A different (although 
equivalent) approach to the construction of the absolute of a regular HausdorE 
space is given in [ ‘181. 
Let X be a Hausdo,rB space and let 8X denote the set of open ukrafikrs on X 
(i.e., ultrafilters on the lattice of open subsets of X). For each open subset k- of X9 
let O(V) = {a E 0.~ : V E a}. The set {O(V): V open 1c.11 X} forms an open Ibasis 
for a compact EDH topology on 8X. t E(X) = {cb! E t9X : at converges to a p&at 
of X}. If a E E(X), ler v(a) denote unique point of X to which (Y converges. 
The surjection w : E(JC)-+ X is a perfect, irreducible O-continurDus function @eca.:l 
that a perfect function is a closed surjection with compact point-inverses; a 
surjection is irreducible if it maps pr the 4 
subsets of the range; and a function f : S 4 T is &ccEntlmuous if given x E S and an 
open! subset U of T containing f(x), there exists an open subset V of S such that 
3. 
(a) 
(d) If x E X, then 97 ‘(x) G O( LJ) if an only ifx C= inkc 
) denote the collection of “regular n” subsets of the t 
i.e., the collection {intxA : A is a c 
S&Y), partially oTtdered by inclusion, is a complete Boolean algeb 
fol!9wing operations: 
(i) v ,A, =intcl[U,A,). 
* (ii) A ,A, = n ,A,. 
(iii) A ’ = X - cl A (A ’ denotes the 
ecall that the Stone space S( 
filters on LJ,. topologized as 
ean-algebraic omplement of A ). 
and let (A(u): u t U} serve as an open 
topologized, 5: (V) becomes 2 compact tot;? 
u -+ A(u) is a Boolean algebra iso hisnt from. U onto the Iboolean algebra (of 
clopec subsets of S (hi) (see [IS]). I off space and if 
is a perfect irreducible conkuous surj (B(X))-, j3x 
)} (see Theore:m 4.2 of [lo]). It is z:vident that 
S@(X)), t9X, and ) may be identified E(X) may 
with k 1 k *[Xl, If 3 E 3(X), t 
SectkJns 2 arsJ 4, we shall make use o 
U {m :a is a non-converg s 
-closed space containing 
s section we characterize minimal spaces by describing their 
anonical extensions of themseives. 
is Tycoonoff; then we Aarac 
elation to its Stone-Tech compactification @X. Special 
results are obtained for locally compact minimal E spaces. e B!SO show that 
the class of EDH-close spaces coincides with the class of 
the semi-regularizatim of a’ topological space 
the topology rs ge ted by the r-regular-open subsets of X (a 
subset of a topological space is r 0plen if it is ttle interior of its closure). 
Evidently rs G r and if (JK r) is ausdorff, so is (X. 75). For brevity we shlall 
henceforth denote the semi-regularization of a topological space X by the sym- 
bol X,. 
. Proposition. Let X e a Hausdotf space. Then: 
(a) X is extremnlly Qkconnected if and only if X, is extremally disconnected. 
(b) If X is extremally Disconnected, then X, is Tychonoff. 
Proof. The “only if” p;art of (a) is Lemma 10 in [i], the proof of the “if” part of (a) 
is straightforward usi .~g 2.13 in [lS], and (b) follows from Corollary 4.5 in [Is] or 
Lemma 11 in [l]. 
Iary. A minimal EDH space is Tychonoff. 
usdog extension of an DH spme X such ha 
U open in Y} is open ultrafilter O&L JC, then Y is 
H-closed extension aX is E 
14 
. An BW’ spuce is EDH-4% it is -closed, 
Having ch losed space ss we turn to the b”lem of characteriz- 
ing mininxil y 2.2 above it sulE%xs to c :e our attention to 
ces, and we shah assume throughout he re inder of this section, 
ghout Section 3, that all hj pothesized ED 
disconnected and TychonM, which we hlxrc:eforth abbrevia 
Let X be an EDT space. Evidently X fails to be minima 
there is an EDT space K, and a continuous bijection j : 
homeomorphism. We shah use this charxterization of non-minimality without 
further comment. 
2.5. Let X and Y be EDTspaces CW~ let j : X -+ Y 
rkar is not a’homeomorphism. IThen there i r Q: n~nempr>, cl+ .L subset A of X such 
that intVj[A] = 01. 
f. As X is zero-dimensional nd j isI riot. a horrxeomorphism, there is a clopen 
subset B of X such that j[B] is not open in Y. If int,i [B] = 0, B is the desired A. If 
intd[B] # 0 then as Y is EDH, &intyj[.8 is a &pen subset F of Y (see 
is not open, F# j[B]. ‘Rus eithr F-j B]#@ or j[B]-F#@. Now 
- j[B]] = j ‘[F] - I3 as j is a bijectian, and ence j +[F - j[B]] is a 
subset of X Evidently int,[F - j[B]] = itn~,Ecr,int,i[Bp-i[B]] = 0, so j + 
is the desired A if F - j[B] f 8. If j[B] - Ff 0, a similar argument shows that 
B - j ‘[F] is the desired set A. 
In proving 23 below we shall use tw 3 “well-known” facts which appear as 
Lemmas 5 and 6 of [19], 
US. a [ 19, Lemma 51. Let f be a rnkg from X unto Y whose point inverse. 3 are 
compact. l7zeq there is a closed subspace S of X such that f 1 S is an irreducrible iqap 
from S onto Y. 
[ 19, Lemma 61. An irreducib Be closed map from a Hausdog space X 
onto an EDH space Y is a homeomorphi zn. 
Let X be an EDT space. ‘ %e following tire equivalent: 
ubset d ah such that Cf&X - A) - X 
continuous one -to-one im 
I 
contains a 
e a contirruous bijection fr A one!: H Let 
; the last equality 
- A is the identity o = k. Then j is a continuous 
+ Y that is not a homeonnorphism. 
S is a homeomor- 
phism from S onto /3Y Let I# = R (@jJY-[j[A]]; then H is homeomorphic to 
j[A]. Also 
Hfl(X-A)C(@j)*[j[A]]fi( 
as j is one-to-one. Thus H c cl&X - A) - X, and H is evidently the continuous 
one-to-one image of A.. 
Using 2.8 we can imli&ediately draw some conclusions about properties of 
minimal EDH spaces. 
2.9. Corollary. If an EDT space ks an isolated point, t!zeti it is not minimal EDH 
unless it is eompet. 
2.10. CoroMawy. Let X be minimal EDH and let X c T C” @.X. Then T is minimal ,= 
EDH. 
Proof. Suppose T were not minima1 EDH. Then T would have a ckpen subset A 
such that claT(T - A: - T contains a continuous one-to-one image 3 of A. Then 
AnXisaclopellsubsetofX,andbyl.l(a)cl,T(T-A:-T:=clex(X-A)-TE 
&x(X - A) - X, and !~o H C clx(X - A ) - X. Since a subspace of E r is a continu- 
ous one-to-one image: of A n X, it fokws from 2.8 that IX is not minimal 
EDH. 
P. [12]. The dispersisn character of a space X, denoted by 
smallest cardinal of the nonempty open subsets of X. 
is the 
T space. If 1 PX - X 1 s’: A (X) then X is a minimal 
Using 2.12 we can cite numerous ex;amples of non-compact minimall EDH spaces. 
le. Let X be a cmpacr 
without isolate3 points, e.g., the absohte of th 
,1.4(e) that k3 (K) a exp (exp 
and plrt T = K-S. 
disconnected and /3’r = 
Theorem 2.8 is an u 
that it is an “external 
character&d not in t 
We have been unable to obtain a sati&ct 
case. However if X 
albeit a somewhat Ie 
denote the Boolean 
of B(X) is free if it 
41}=0. 
2.14. Thewem. Tlze following are equi mlent for a kdiy compact EDH space X : 
(a) .X is minimal EDH. 
(b) X h,as IEO non-empty compact open subset that is horneomorphic t.~ a subspace 
of /3x - x 
(c) For each free ideal 46 of B(X), ( ere is no non-empty compact member 
B(X), such that the Stone space of the f I tar algebra B (X)/4 is homeomo@& 
(d) X has 180 nonempty compuct ope ubset tl$dat is homeomorphic to a s&space of 
OX - X (vX is the I”omin extension 2f X; see Section 1.) 
. (a) + (bj: If A is a conqpa:t open subset of X, then c X-A)-X= 
/?X - X The implication now follolijs from 2.8. 
<b) =+ (a): If X is not minimal EDH, by 2.8 there is a clopen subset A of X and 
a continuous bijection i from A ont a subset of @X - X. As X is locally compact, 
A has a non-empty compact open vi&ntly j 1 F is a homeomorphism 
from F on to a subset of @X - X. 
(b) (c): By the remarks on p. 31 of [ 181, if A is an ideal of a olean alget ra 
1, where A is the canonical iso 
iJ(A(a): a E 
sm from u onto S(U)) (see Section 1). If 
eG *Ah fix (as X is extremalty disconnected 
with the function that sends ) = cl,&2, Thus if H 
FS section by characterizi 
-closed and minimal ED 
TbeQ ology on X, p E X, ant-” 9 be a vdopen filter base 06 X 
:FE E(p). Define Q topology 0 on X by cr = 
(VE7:pE VandforsomeFES, Fc V}. Then, if (X,+FD s 
(resp. zero-dimensional Ncusdofl), then (X, a) is FD (resp. zero-dimexional 
Hausdofl). 
Prabf. It is easy to verify that c is a topology. Suppose that (X, 7’) is FD. Let P” and s 
istinct points of X with t# p. Then there is F E 9 with P E F. Find vclopen 
sets CP and CS such that p G Cp s e , and rfZ C, U rC, (if p = s, choose CP = C). 
Then F U c, U CS is o-clopen and contains s ‘but not r. Thus, (X, a) is FD. 
If (X, 7) is zero-dimensiona HausdorfI, then by above (X, a) is FD and thus 
HausdorE Now, choose r E X and V E u such that r E K If I# p, find F +E 9 such 
that & F and a T&open set G such that t E G 5 V\(p). Then r E G\F $; V and it 
is easily checked that G -- F is a-clopen. If I = p, since V E a, there is ~clopen G 
such that F E G C V and there is vclopen set F !Z 9 with E (5 V. Now,, G U F is 
o-clopen and contained in V. Hence, (X, cr) is zsro-dimensional Hau4r:E. 
rexn. Let X be a FD space. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X ias compact FD. 
(b) X as minimal FD. 
{c) Each clopen filter base with at most one adherer&c point converges. 
(fi) X is minimal zero-dinensional Hausdorff. 
Proof. (a) =$* (b): This follows from the fact that a cornpzc.ct Hau!<;dorff space: is 
ininima usdorfI (cf ., Theorem 3. I of [3]). 
(b) =fa (c): Let be a clopen filter base with at most orie adherent point. Let 
JJ E X i,if 9 has an erent point, let g be it). Let r be the tc;;ology on X Define a 
topolog;y v on X as in Lemma 2.15; by 2.15 (X, CT) is FDl. As u E 7, then by 
= r. Thus, 9 converges. 
a coarser zero-dimension 31 to 
nimai zer~m~~mension 
(d) =$s (a): Let 7 be 
9 is a dc.?! L=! 
is a zes:o-dimensional H 
space is FD -closed. 
f. Suppose X is a is a clopen filter base with no adherent 
points. Let Y = I: U (0” Y by decreeing at a subset: W of Y is 
open if V n X is open 3 there is an FE uch that F C V, Then 
Y is a FD extension of X in which X is a proper dense subspace. Hence. if X is 
-closed, each elope ter base has an adherent point. Conversely, if X is not 
FD-closed let Y be a ension of X Let p E Y - X; n {VnX: V is a 
eloped subset of Y al Vj is a clopen filter base on without adherent 
oints. 
. Y={a)U(u~~:~,j~N)U(c~:iEN} of a well- 
nown space constrl :cted Urysohn (Example 2.14 of (31) is non-coknpact, 
W-closed, and fully c isconnected; so, Y is FD-closed but is not minim81 FD.. 
In this section H; ,.: consider two special classes of E 
determine under whBst c 
cardinal. Each compuct space of weight no 
n exp(a) can be e in @(a). 
mal EDH spa.ce such thar mn w (/3X) s exp ( 
no infinite compact subsets ; in particular X is coun 
.9 it sufRces to assume that X has no isolated points so by hypothesis 
two disjoint clopen subsets A and I?, each of weight no greater than 
ume K is an infinite compact subset of ##X - X. Either A n K 04 
nite so (replacing A by B if necessary) we can assume that A n 
contains a copy of #SN, so by 3.2 A (7 X can be embedded in 
- A) - (X - A), then, by 2.8, X is not minimal EDH, contradicting the 
hypothesis. Finally, note that if X is not countably compact, it coatains a closed 
which by 1.4(d) wiil be V-embedded in X. Hence clax is 
homeomorphic to /3 N - so @X - X contains an infinite compact space. 
Uary. If X is a separable mi imal ELM space, then 61X - X cons&s no 
infinite compact subsets; in particular X is countably compact. 
f X is separable, then w(@X) s exp(&,) by 2.3 of [14’3. 
It is natural to conjecture, in view of 3.4, that a separable E 
H if and only it j5x - X contains no i&lite compac 
false, as the following example shows. We would like to thank John 
Ginsburg for a useful, conversation leading to the construction of this examp1.e. In
what follows we demote xp(exp 
denott? ihe absolute of the closed unit into 
, i.e. there is a coun 
such that each non-empty open subset o 
t2= (we identify Ii! 
cardinality 2”). Let cyo < 2” and assume inductively that for e~h cy C no we have 
J.R. Rwtea, R.G. Wmds / tremally discmmcted Hawdofl&ues 
&men pokts go and b, from S, such that for p < (PO (Qa)ab;p i? (i!QpGfi = 
0 there are distinct 
infinite SUkt E Of 
B(- and @I!- Y = X. Neither X nor yi’ contains an’ infinite compact set as each 
infinite compact subset of K contains an infinite compact separable subset, and 
both X a:.j.d Y meet each of these. Let T be the free union of X and Y. Then T is a 
separable EDT space anl: &I’- T is hsm:=c morphic to the fre:e unj,on of X and Y, 
i.e. to 7. Evidently /3T - T contains no infinite compact subset, yet T is tp:~z 
minimal EDH as the ’ an obvious continuous bijection from T onto K that is not 
a homec!morphism. 
However, it is easy to characterize locally compact separable minimal EDH 
spaces. 
. Let X be a non-compact9 locally compcrct separable EDI? space. The 
followil:g are equivalent : 
(a) X is minimal EDN, 
(bj A* has n0 isokted points and BX - X is finite, and 
(c) Al has no isolated points and there is a positive integer n such that each family of 
paitwiz disjoint non-compact zero-sets of X has cardinality 
. (a) a (b): Since BX - X is compact when X is 
implies (b) by 3.4. That (b) implies (a) follows fror 
(b) (c): This is part of Exercise SB of f20]. 
no greater than n. 
locally coInpact, (h) 
We next investigate whether non-pseudocompact minimal EDH spaces exist. 
Reca P that a Tychonoff spas:e is pseudocompact if each real-valued map is bounded. 
eta 1 ied discussions of pseudocompap” Lo spaces appear in [9] and [20]. 
3.7, If there ex 
thee theIre exists a inimal 
spaC3s. 
EDH space X that is 
at is the free union 
is the ~~terse~~tio~ of t 
is not compact (see 
is also minimal T wcuk be minimal 
now’ show that a certain type of free union of countably any compact E 
spaces is not minimal E 
WncNBn, where each R, is a compact EDH space. Let cy 
nw (X) G 2” azd if therti is an infinite subset 
that B, contains a copy of @(LY) for each n E M, then X is not minimal EDH. 
Proof. By 2.44 and 3.2 it sufices to show that PX - X contains a. copy of @‘J(a). If 
contains a @*-embedded copy of D(a) - call it @,&,. It is easy 
to see that cl~&&&] - X is not empty for each A < cy. Choose 
pA t ~l~~[(x,,&~] - X We clrrim that @&4a = P is a discrete C*-embedded 
sttbset of PX - X of cardinality cy. If A < ar and n E M; there is a clopen subset A,, 
<if .B, such that & n (G&<~ = (xhn}. Then it is straightforward to verify that 
cl#N [U neMA,r] f7 P = {pn}, and so P is a discret:, subspace of /3X -- X. To show 
that P is P-embedded in /3X - X, let f be any function from P to the space W of 
real numbers. Define a function f* from {xnr : n E M, A < a) = S to BB as follows: 
f*(x,,) = f(p*) for each n E M and A < (Y, .As S is a discrete C*-embedded subset 
of X> evidently f* has a continuous extension g from /3X to R. It is easy to see that 
g 1 P = f and so P is C*-embedded in fix (and h ence in /3X -- X). As /3X - X is 
compact, it contains a copy of /?D(ar). 
3.R Cordlary. Let a be tma infinite cardinal and let T(P) denote the topological 
ct of 2” copies of the two-point discrete space. rf X is the free union of 
of the absolute of T(2”), then X is not minimal ED 
Proof. By Lemma 23 of [6], all extremally discomnected spaces of weight no greater 
than 2” can be embedded in the absolute of T’(2”); in articular P(ar) can be so 
en subset of the absolute of T(2”) is homeomorphic to the absolute of a 
regular closed subset of T(2”). As eat 
copy of a(?), the weight of the abs 
now follows from 3.8 that X is not mi 
22 J.R. hter, R.G. Woods / tttmaily disconnected Hausdo@sptlces 
a space is a non-compact 
mini_mal. 
ace w th isolate 
We begin with a lemma. The notation is that of Section 1. 
ma. Let V be an open subset of the Huusdorff space X. Let A = 
kCI(V) 13 E(X) and f = “CT 1 A. Then (A, fj is the absolute of clx’K 
Proof, By 1.5(c) f maps A onto cl& Since O(V) is an open s&set of the ET’23 
s?pace E(X), by 1.4(b) A is EDT. By M(a) it su tu show that f is irreducible, 
perfect and &continuous. To show that f is &continuous, *Yet p E A and let U be 
:in open subset of clXV col;!aininp f(p). There is a~ own subset W of X such that 
W 17 &V = W. By X); thus p t O(W)n O(V) and 
,f[O(W)n A] = clx( ) = cl& = &U where B = cl&. 
Thus f is &continuous. Since A is ~10s by: M(b), f is closed. Since ?r +(y) is 
compact for each y E X and A is E(X), then f-(y) = w -(y) f3 A is 
compact for each y E cl& It is straightforward to verify a! the restriction of an 
irreducible function to a clopen set is also irreducible. 
9 
.*a., . be a Hausdor# space. l%e absolute! E(X) is miosimal EDH if 
and only if there is no ular closed subset B qfX such that there exists a 
continuous injection h : ) - X where rrX is the Fomin extension 
of x. 
. Suppose (X) is aat mi 
t A of B(X) and a conti 
(recall that 8X = @E(X) as extensi 
open subset of X } forms a &pc: ), we may assume that A = 
) for some non-empty O~ILS. subset V of X. Let B = cl& By 4.1 it 
us injection from E(B) into 
23 
In this section we investigate and characterize, for a fixed regular IIausdorfi 
space (X, T), all the EDH topologies e on X that are minimal with respect to 
containing 7. 
For a .HausdorR space (X, 7), a section of (X) is a subspace S of E(X) 
containing, for each x & X, exactly one open ultrafilter converging to x: ; denote this 
ultrafilter by S(x). 
Let qs denote the topology on X generated by {?r[ 0( V) n S] : V e 7). The 
closure of a subset / of X with respect o the topology qs will be denoted by cl&. 
For a space (X, r), the hsity chamcter of (X, 7) will be denoted by d(X9 7) 
(cf. [ 141). 
5.1. Theorem. Lei! (X, 7) be a Hausdofl spacer and S a sectiori of E(X). Then: 
(a) (X9 qs) a’s m EDT space and {w[O( V) h S] : V E T) is an open base for qS. 
(b) If VET then chsV= w[O(V)n§] is a clopen subset qf (X, qs) and 
v g ClsV c cl,V 
(c) d(X, 9s) s t/(x, T). 
(d) If (X, T) is regular, then qs is minimal among the extremally disconnected 
topologies containing 7. 
Proof. Clearly w 1 S is a homeomorphism from S esn?o (X9 Bb Since E(X) is 
, so is r$. If x E VET, then Ir+(x)gO(V) by so S is d&e in 
ce S i!; EDT by 1.4(b). It follows that (i, 9~~) is 
is a clopen subse:’ of (X, Q) for each V E 7 (see 1.5(b)). As ?r 1 S is a homeomor- 
phism, it follows from the definition of the topology on 8.X tha 
some IJET, xEa[O$U)nS]E W. Thus U,VES(x) implies 
Since W n Vs at[o(U)fl S] C 
V E 7; then clsV C l~l,V. Suppose ;z$!! cl& Then U = X - cl,V F S(x) md 
LJ J.R. Po,rzer, R.G. 
17 U = 0. Since V’, U E cr, then 
x k4 cl,K This shows cls V = cl3 
Another way to construct ( qs) is to use Lemma 1.1 0 
X,7) is constructed b 
verging to that 
attention. One app 
with certain pre-assign 
space go’ (Euclidean 2-space with the usual PopobgJr) thM is not nomal, 
5.2, Example. Let be Euclidean 2-space with the usual topolo 
98(x) denote the open neighborhood system of x. For x = 
{(~,d)ER%%a,d>b). Let U(x) -open ukafilter on 
B(x) U {L?(x)} and let S be the section o 
(UP, Q) is EDT and separable by 5.1 
closed subspace of (ZP, qs j of cardinality c. By Jones’ Lemma (Lemma is.2 of [21]), 
(082, qs) is not normal. 
Not only is it true that each section S of E(X) g: /es rise to an EDT topology l)st 
on X minimal with respect o colrtaining the o-iginal reguhr Hausdoti topology 7 
oil X, but every such EDT topology v on X minimal with respect o containing 7 is 
an qs for some section S of E(X). A proof of fhis fact follows the next twp lemmas. 
5.3. Lemma. (a) Let d and 48 be Boolean algebras. Let %! be a non-empty subset of 
JI@ that generates &. Suppose that f : % --) 48 is a function such that if A {Cl : 1 G i G 
k}/\n{C::k+Mi -?n}=OfornENandCiE%,i=lton,then n{f(G):lGic 
k}hh{f(~)‘:k+lSiSn} = 0 (the prime derootes complement&on in the Boolean 
algebra in question). 77ten there is a unique homomorphism h : d -+ 418 thrlt extendsf. 
(b) Let SQ and 98 be Boolean algebras, Q!! a Boolean subalgebra of &, A E J# - %, 
and 9 the subake of Se generated by %? U {A }. Suppose f : % -+ is a 
homomorvhism, then as an extension to 9 if and onfy if there is a ~!3 E 
that for ’ C E %‘, if C s A 
such 
(respectively C 6 A ‘) then f (C J (respectively 
f(C) s B’). In this case, the extension f * off to 9 may be chosen so that f *(A) = B. 
a) is Theorem 12.2 of [18]. Pnrt (b) is a straightfolyard app 
Boolean algebra of clopec? .wbsets gf ( 
lative to the operations on $9, and if 4 : 93 + 
= +. A straightfor- 
, it follows that cl, U n cl,V = PI. 
5.5. Theorem. If (X, 7) is a regular Hausdorff space and if cT is an EDH topology m 
X cuntaini~g T, then there is a section S of E(X) such that r C qs c 0. 
Proof. Let denote the Boolean alee r8 of 7--i+~kr open sets and % the 
B an algebra of ctopen subsets of (X, cr). By 5.4 there exists a homomorphism 
4 -47 such that R Ec$(B) for each I3 E 3. For x E’;Fc, let a(x)= 
{AWB:xC&(A)}. If A, BE%@) then c$(ih)n~(Bj=~(A~B), implying 
AhBE%( If AESB, then xEX=+(X)=+(A)Ui(A’), implying 
A E%(X) or A% q(x). Thus %(x) is an ultrafilter on 3. Since {x)G 
:AE%(x)}, %(x)-+x. Thus S={%(x):xEX} is a section. I[f A EB 
A={xEX:AE%(x)}={xEX:xE~(A)}=~(Aj. Since +(AjE%Z, 
then v,- C U. Clearly r 5; qs. 
/ 
It seems natural to inquire whether a regular HausdorR topo!ogy T on X is the 
intersection of the qs topologies on X as S varies over the section of E(X). By 
Theorem 5,5 a positive answer follows if each regular Hausdorf!I topology is the 
intersection of the EDH topologies which contain it. FriihIich [8] proved that every 
non-discrete topology is the intersection of topolog on X 0% the form S(X, ‘@) = 
,(A G X : xf$ A) U %, where % is an ultrafilter on and x TV X. It is straightfor- 
’ TJvard to check that each, S(q %) is an extremally disco&l. .,zcted topology on X. By 
‘Exercise 912 in [21], i follows that every regular Hausdorff space X is the quotient 
of the topological sum of EDT spaces each of which has the same ca.rdinaIity BS X. 
. 
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